Announcing a World Habitat Day forum **
on
Healthy cities: Urban problems and solutions

"How can we make cities more healthy?" As humans world-wide move into cities, how is NYC a model for other cities--its housing, noise, transportation, public safety? This forum brings together several experts to review this question.

2 October 2018, Tuesday 2:30 – 3:45 pm
Fordham University, 113 West 60th St, room 519

Chair: Harold Takooshian, PhD, Fordham Urban Studies & SPSSI
Welcome: Elaine P. Congress, Assoc Dean, Fordham GSSS

50 years of Environmental Ψ: Melissa W. Search
Fordham-Psychology

Bicycle city: David Vassar
Fordham-Quinn Library

Reducing homelessness: Daniel LeBlanc
UN NGO Committee on Homelessness

Urban housing & Fluxus: Fanyu Lin & Harry Stendhal
www.Fluxus-prefab.com

NYC Guardian Angels: Arnaldo A. Salinas, co-founder,
www.GuardianAngels.org

All are welcome. Beverages served.

** This forum is hosted by Fordham University, FCLC Challenge Grant, in cooperation with Psi Chi, SPSSI-NY, Manhattan Psychological Association. For any details: takoosh@aol.com
APA Division 34: www.apadivisions.org/division-34/